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What makes birders get up early to walk through the woods or tromp through wet fields? Why do we drive a
hundred miles to catch a glimpse of a rare species? Why do we keep the feeder full? There are as many
reasons to bird as there are bird lovers. In Why We Bird, David Rice organizes a lifetime of observation into
insightful short essays on the allure and attraction of birding. Flight, song, and color; Identifications; Games;
Surprises; Conservation; Stories; Solace: a Bay Area psychologist and longtime birder, Rice illuminates all
these reasons to bird through personal anecdotes and reflections from other bird lovers. There is the beauty
of calling cranes and flying geese. There is the challenge of identifying (and mis-identifying!) birds. We can
keep lists – of birds seen in our yard, our state, our life. We can see the world anew with every unexpected
sighting. We can share stories and be part of a community of people who care about the natural world.
Birding can also bring solace: Rice describes the comfort of birding with a friend who was suffering from
dementia and birding with another friend who had recently lost her husband. With delightful illustrations by
Robin Pulich, Why We Bird will lead you through many of California’s top birding spots, from Tule Lake to
the Salton Sea. It includes an extensive reference list of books about birding (as opposed to books about
birds). Along the way, it will spark your own thoughts about why you bird, why your friend birds – or why
you might want to start birding. Published by Golden Gate Audubon Society.
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From reader reviews:

Elsie Canada:

Book is definitely written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can recognize everything you want by
a reserve. Book has a different type. As you may know that book is important issue to bring us around the
world. Adjacent to that you can your reading skill was fluently. A publication Why We Bird will make you
to be smarter. You can feel more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some of you think
that will open or reading a book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun. Why they might be
thought like that? Have you seeking best book or ideal book with you?

Lisa Vazquez:

This Why We Bird book is just not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you receive by reading this book will be information inside this guide incredible fresh, you will get
info which is getting deeper you read a lot of information you will get. This particular Why We Bird without
we know teach the one who studying it become critical in considering and analyzing. Don't always be worry
Why We Bird can bring whenever you are and not make your handbag space or bookshelves' come to be full
because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even phone. This Why We Bird having excellent
arrangement in word as well as layout, so you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Gary Roth:

Why We Bird can be one of your beginning books that are good idea. Many of us recommend that straight
away because this publication has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in words, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort that
will put every word into satisfaction arrangement in writing Why We Bird nevertheless doesn't forget the
main point, giving the reader the hottest as well as based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be
among it. This great information may drawn you into new stage of crucial considering.

Alice Hille:

Book is one of source of knowledge. We can add our expertise from it. Not only for students but additionally
native or citizen require book to know the update information of year to be able to year. As we know those
guides have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, may also bring us to around the world. By
book Why We Bird we can take more advantage. Don't someone to be creative people? To get creative
person must prefer to read a book. Merely choose the best book that ideal with your aim. Don't become
doubt to change your life at this time book Why We Bird. You can more attractive than now.
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